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There Is A World Inside The World
Rhett Miller

#----------------------------------PLEASE
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# This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the
#
# song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research.
#
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#

THERE IS A WORLD INSIDE THE WORLD
by Rhett Miller
Tabbed by Jim Bauer (jbauer601@hotmail.com)

NOTE: Not perfect, but it should put you in the ballpark.

----------
-----
intro:  Bb  C/Bb  Bsus4 x2

verse:
F
There is a world inside the world that you see
                                            Bb
And it s okay to count the minutes coz  how many could there be
       F                      Eb
And if love is all around us, how could this have found us
    Bb                                   C/Bb  Bb
The move you know is don t let go of me
           F                C                   [Bb  C/Bb Bsus4 x2]
There is a world inside the world that you see

               F                    
Let s call her Halcyon and hope that she holds
                                            Bb
Coz  every shore she s gonna touch is gonna turn to solid gold
F                            Eb
She and I been wishin  for a change in our condition
         Bb
It s not given but it s obvious to me

chorus1:
           F                C
There is a world inside the world
           Dm               Bb
There is a world inside the world
           F                C
There is a world inside the world



             [Bb  C/Bb  Bsus4 x2] to interlude
That you see 

verse:
F
There is a world inside the world that you see
                                    Bb
I read it in in Delillo like they d written it to me
       F                              Eb
And if love is all we re made of than what am I afraid of
          Bb
Just coz  freedom rings it doesn t mean we re free

chorus2:
           F                C
There is a world inside the world
           Dm               Bb
There is a world inside the world
           F                C
There is a world inside the world
           Dm               Bb
There is a world inside the world
           F                C
There is a world inside the world
             [Bb  C/Bb  Bsus4 x3]
That you see

END ON: F

----------
-----
STANDARD TUNING (EADGBE)
CHORDS USED:

Bb       =   X13331
C/Bb     =   X13X10
Bsus4    =   X13311
F        =   133211
Eb       =   XX1343
C        =   X32010
Dm       =   XX0231


